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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

STATE OF RETAIL TECH

Consumers are more comfortable with tech-infused retail experiences
COVID-19 accelerated the digital transformation across retail ecosystem
Crisis put a spotlight on the power of technology across retail operations
Key areas of retail tech investment that will be explored in this report

SPOTLIGHT: ONLINE DISCOVERY

Crisis-inspired e-commerce boom expected to lead to a long-term shift
Most preferred online features focus on improved delivery and checkout
Top use cases have thus far focused on website’s foundational aspects
Virtual try-ons enable brands to enhance the online experience
Case study: IKEA continues to develop virtual shopping features
Using AR/VR to replicate physical experience shows the greatest promise

SPOTLIGHT: DIGITAL PAYMENTS

Easy checkout is becoming fundamental to the e-commerce experience
Ease of use is the top reason consumers use digital wallets
Consumers abandon online purchases for delivery rather than payment
COVID-19 drives interest in contactless payment options
Case study: Visa reports surge in contactless payments usage globally
Futuristic payment experiences are viewed as long-term propositions
Virtual assistants have the potential to change how consumers pay

SPOTLIGHT: DELIVERY AND COLLECTION

Rise in e-commerce is forcing a reinvention of the last mile experience
Cost outweighs speed in terms of desired delivery features
Consumer spotlight: Chileans have strongest desire for click-and-collect
Tech products are the most common click-and-collect purchases
Case study: Best Buy staved off sales decline by adding kerbside pick-up
Almost half of consumers are open to robots or drones making deliveries
Consumer spotlight: Chinese most open to robotic or drone delivery
Case study: Meituan Dianping unveils robotic delivery in February
Delivery initiatives expected to gain more momentum in years to come

SPOTLIGHT: IN-STORE EXPERIENCE

Despite the 2020 surge in e-commerce, stores will continue to play a role
Consumers see greatest value from checkout-free options
Virtual fitting rooms appeal to those who view shopping as an experience
Case study: AI-powered Fit:Match tech reduces need to try on clothes
Case study: SenseMi offers virtual fitting in store and online environments
Big city consumers are most open to in-store assistance from robots
One-fifth of retail professionals said crisis sped up in-store tech initiatives

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Why retailers and consumer brands should invest in new technologies
When and where retailers should be making retail tech investments
Successful retail tech innovation comes down to these key factors
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About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/where-retailers-should-make-their-technology-
investments-in-2021-and-beyond/report.


